QIM – Quality evaluation of salmon freshness and remaining shelf life

A method is now available to objectively and rapidly evaluate the freshness of fish and estimate the remaining shelf life. This method is called the Quality Index Method (QIM). A QIM manual has been prepared that shows how to utilise this method.

The manual may be obtained from the Internet address www.qim-eurofish.com.

In order to implement a QIM evaluation correctly, it is important that the person has undergone the necessary training. In addition, a minimum of three fish per lot must be evaluated and averaged to reduce the effects of natural variation. According to the method the fish should be stored in ice, at a temperature of 0 °C.

These photos show the development the appearance of the eyes and gills of salmon from Day 0 to Day 20.

The quality index is a score that results from an objective, rapid sensory evaluation of several important quality parameters for the specific fish species. A score is given from 0–1, 0–2 or 0–3 for the changes that occur in appearance, odour, gills, eyes and texture of the whole fish. A score of 0 gives the highest sensory quality or, in other words, the lower the QIM value, the fresher the fish.

When the method was developed, scientific storage trials were carried out in parallel with sensory evaluation of boiled samples by a trained panel of sensory judges. These trials concluded that the maximum storage time in ice for salmon was 20–21 days (Sveinsdottir et al. 2002). Through this work, a linear connection was determined between the quality in-
When QIM is implemented on salmon, the form shown in Figure 3 is utilised. The salmon is evaluated in accordance with all the parameters listed on the form. The fish cannot be rejected in relation to shelf life even though one attribute gets the maximum score. As shown in the table below, when a QIM score of 15 is obtained, the salmon has reached the limit for being fit for human consumption. In other words the salmon has 0 days of remaining shelf life.

Using QIM is not reliant on knowing the age of the fish, as the method estimates the remaining shelf life of the salmon based on the given quality parameters. Consumers and retailers can use QIM as a rapid and objective method for evaluating the quality of salmon and the remaining shelf life of the fish.

The QIM method is based on the result of the EU financed project “Development and Implementation of Computerised Sensory System (QimIT) for Evaluating Fish Freshness”.
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See www.qim-eurofish.com for more information about the Quality Index Method (QIM).